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Note
B002182 / B-2-1B
Language of Material: English
Contributing Institution: Society of California Pioneers
Title: Charles Corillaud Indenture
Identifier/Call Number: C057885
Physical Description: 1 folder Folder (1 handwritten legal document)
Date (inclusive): 1858 April 14
Abstract: This folder contains a hand written, in ink, indenture pertaining to Charles Corillaud.
Scope and Contents
This folder contains a hand written, in ink and pencil, indenture involving "Charles Corillaud, Jose M. Ramirez, Edward Woodruff, Andrew J Haun: for himself as the guardian of Minna C. Buchanan, infant heir of Robert B. Buchanan" and tract of land in Yuba County California, "whereas the said parties of the first and the second part, are seized of and hold in fee as tenants in common." The agreement is dated April 14th, 1858.
Existence and Location of Originals
The Society of California Pioneers, 101 Montgomery St, Suite 150, Presidio of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94129
Preferred Citation
Biographical / Historical
his folder contains a hand written, in ink and pencil, indenture involving "Charles Corillaud, Jose M. Ramirez, Edward Woodruff, Andrew J Haun: for himself as the guardian of Minna C. Buchanan, infant heir of Robert B. Buchanan" and tract of land in Yuba County California, "whereas the said parties of the first and the second part, are seized of and hold in fee as tenants in common." The agreement is dated April 14th, 1858.
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